Abstract. We use the new approach of braiding sequences to prove exponential upper bounds for the number of Vassiliev invariants on knots with bounded braid index, bounded bridge number and arborescent knots.
Introduction
A meanwhile classical result in the theory of Vassiliev invariants (VI) [3, 4, 9, 37, 36] , called Fundamental theorem [7] and first proven by Kontsevich [19] and more indirectly by Drinfel'd [13] , asserts that the linear space of Vassiliev invariants of degree n modulo Vassiliev invariants of degree n ?1 is isomorphic to the linear space generated by chord diagrams (CDs) [3] modulo certain relations called 4T and FI, which is in turn isomorphic to linear spaces of other combinatorial objects called CCs and CCDs, again modulo certain relations.
This combinatorial structure considerably simplified our understanding of Vassiliev invariants and was the main tool in the proof of a series of results [6, 37] . Despite being therefore much celebrated, this approach has some serious defects. Although many ways exist to prove the Fundamental theorem [7] , they are all rather complicated and at some point unnatural, and their connections are not yet completely understood. So the integration of the (series of) weight system(s) to a Vassiliev invariant is far away from being a routine work.
But even for itself, although simpler and much friendlier to work with, the combinatorial structure of chord diagrams is far away from being easily understandable [5] .
In an attempt to create an alternative to the (defects of the) classical approach and generalizing some ideas of Dean [12] , Trapp [35] and Stanford [27] , in [28] I introduced the notion of a braiding sequence. It offered a simple direct understanding of the behaviour of Vassiliev invariants on special knot classes, something, which was never worked out using the classical approach. Beside some other facts, it gave relatively simple proofs, for the finite-dimensionality of the space of Vassiliev invariants of degree n on certain knot classes (arborescent knots), and in some cases even exponential upper bounds in n for this dimension (e. g., rational knots, closed 3 braids), something, which was not yet achieved by chord diagrams.
Moreover, while the Kontsevich-Drinfel'd approach (used in [10, 32] ) works only over zero (field) characteristic, our arguments will hold for any zero divisor free ring, in particular the fields Z p , p prime.
Braiding sequences
In the following we generalize the results of [28] in several ways. We prove an exponential upper bound for the dimension of Vassiliev invariants of degree n on arborescent knots and on all knots, which are closed braid( word)s in which the Artin generators fσ C k ; k 2 Ng for some fixed C 2 N appear with exactly one odd power, in particular knots of bounded braid index.
These results open several questions about the representability of knots as special (closed) braids, which we conclude with.
The symbol 2 denotes the end or the absence of a proof. In latter case it is assumed to be evident from the preceeding discussion/references; else (and anyway) I'm grateful for any feedback.
Definition 2.1 For some odd k 2 Z, a k-braiding of a crossing p in a diagram D is a replacement of (a neighborhood of) p by the braid σ k 1 (see figure 1) . A braiding sequence (associated to a numbered set P of crossings in a diagram D; all crossings by default) is a family of diagrams, parametrized by jPj odd numbers x 1 ; : : : ; x jPj , each one indicating that at crossing number i an x i -braiding is done.
Any Vassiliev invariant v of degree at most k behaves on a braiding sequence as a polynomial of degree at most k in x 1 ; : : : ; x jPj (see [28] and [35] ), and this polynomial is called braiding polynomial of v on this braiding sequence.
?! or Figure 1 : Two ways to do a ?3-braiding at a crossing. Figure 1 shows two ways to perform a braiding at a crossing. We will choose the one preserving the braid diagram structure and the structure of the Conway notation of the arborescent knot.
Remark 2.1
At that point a certain conceptual question came about. Although it is a personal flavour in how far this question is interesting, while the classical approach fails to give any statement about counterexample invariants to question 2.1 (if such exist), they are naturally incorporated into the braiding sequence approach (and so, until the non-existence of such counterexamples is not proved, it is not clear, that the finite-dimensionality results of [28] are consequences of [19, 13, 3] ). However, the braiding sequence approach fails to give any notion if (or for which classes) such examples exist.
Definition 2.3
Vassiliev invariants are on some knot class C are finitely-determined, if 8n 2 N there exists a constructible finite set C n C, such that any Vassiliev invariant on C of degree n is uniquely determined by its values on C n .
In [28] I proved that Vassiliev invariants are finitely-determined on arborescent knots (and connected sums thereof) and closed 3 braids.
The main aim to introduce braiding sequences is to extend these statements to all knots, and so, together with Gousarov's recent(ly announced) crucial result, that all Vassiliev invariants admit Gauß sum formulas [25, 26] , to create an independent and hopefully more natural and simpler counterpart to the Fundamental theorem and prove the advantage of dealing with Vassiliev invariants directly on knots instead of diagrams.
Let us briefly recall the idea in [28, x12] , how braiding sequences can be used to prove finitedetermination and upper bounds for the number of Vassiliev invariants on some knot classes. We parametrized such a class C by braiding sequences and worked inductively over the length (in some specified sense) of these braiding sequences. Assume for a certain set C 0 C a Vassiliev invariant v of degree p is 0 and use induction. Special cases of a braiding sequence B give shorter braiding sequences, on which v is 0 by induction, and each such special case on the level of braiding polynomials gives a simplifying or recursive relation (an equality between special values of a braiding polynomial and values of a braiding polynomial of a shorter braiding sequence, which are 0 by induction), augmenting the degree of a non-trivial solution for the braiding polynomial of v on B. If its degree is pushed higher than the degree of v in this way, only the trivial solution for the braiding polynomial of v on B is possible, and so the induction step shows that v is 0 on the whole class C.
Then Vassiliev invariants are finite-determined on C by setting C p := C 0 , and in particular, the number of linearly independent Vassiliev invariants of degree p on C is maximally jC 0 j.
Arborescent knots
Rational (2-bridge) knots are a nice example of such a class which can be dealt with by the above idea -the braiding sequences are given by (the parities of) the coefficients in the Conway notation [11, 1] . Using this method, in [28] we proved: Recall, that an arborescent knot is a closed arborescent tangle, and an arborescent tangle can be obtained from the primitive tangles 0; ∞; n (n 2 Z) by addition and multiplication, see figure 2. Here "exponential upper bound on a class L of knots" means: there exists some C > 1 with
We also proved in the same way: Our first aim is the obvious extention of these both theorems. Unfortunately, we need to go a little into the details of the proofs of [28] , but we will explain the basic points.
Theorem 3.3
Vassiliev invariants on arborescent knots are exponentially bounded in the degree.
Proof. The idea for this proof is the same as of the proof of theorem 12.1 in [28] . where the length of a braiding sequence is the number of integers (or rather their parities) in the notation with flip.
The notation with flip in [28] of arborescent knots is mainly the Conway notation [1] , where tangle summations are replaced by tangle products and flips of the tangles. A flip of a tangle is a (possibly empty) sequence of the following operations: a mirroring in the plane, a mirroring in projection direction (change of all crossings) and a rotation through k π=2, k 2 Z.
By the observation made in [28, remark 13.1], it suffices again to consider just notations without connected sum ('#') and to abuse orientation.
The main point is to prove the following improved
Then the proof of theorem 12.1 in [28] carries exactly over to prove theorem 3.3, just considering braiding sequences of length 1 = C n instead of n.
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Proof of lemma. According to the proof of lemma 10.1 of [28] , let us start with a definition. 
such that the other 2 expressions have length > 1 (where length is the number of signs '+' and '?').
Reviewing the proof of lemma 10.1 of [28] , we see that we have proved that every pair of signs of non-critical entries gives rise to a relation, so that each variable appears maximally in one such relation.
Therefore, to prove the lemma, it suffices to see that
This, however, follows from the observation, that in any notation with flip, we have #f critical entries g #f non-critical entries g?1;
which can be proved straightforwardly by induction over the construction of the notation (the same as considered in the proof of lemma 10.1 of [28] ), and this completes the proof of lemma 3.1.
In the following we will use closed braid representations of knots combined with the braiding sequences approach to Vassiliev invariants. Although in my personal flavour (because of the special shape of diagrams it restricts us to) not best appropriate to attack the proof of the finite-determination of Vassiliev invariants on all knots, they give rise to a considerable generalization of the results on closed 3 braids in [28] .
Theorem 4.1 For all k 2 N the space of Vassiliev invariants of degree n on knots with braid index k is finite-dimensional and exponentially bounded in n.
Although a little restrictive, I hope this statement to provide a flavour of the capabilities of the new approach and maybe to be useful in a later attempt to conquest the finite-determination of Vassiliev invariants on all knots using the closed braid approach.
For its proof we need to introduce a specific, but very appealing notation for braid words. If integers are omitted, they are assumed to be 0. The braid word corresponding to the diagram is the concatenation of powers of interchangingly with the row of the scheme (rows are numbered from bottom to top) odd and even index (Artin) generators, the powers given by the entries in the scheme. E. g., the braid word corresponding to the above scheme is Proof of theorem 4.1. The idea is always the same as used for all the previous theorems: to any braid scheme there corresponds a braiding sequence according to the parity of its entries. Using this lemma, we know, that to determine a Vassiliev invariant of deg n on knots with braid index k, we only need to consider braiding sequences of weight C 0 k 3 n (for some constant C 0 > 0). As such schemes have C 0 k 3 n entries and each entry of the braiding sequence (or rather the corresponding sequence of braid words) is given by the index of the generator and the parity of the exponent, we have
C 0 k 3 n braiding sequences to consider. The number of monomials of the braiding polynomials of all such braiding sequences is (in the same way as the proof of theorem 10.1 in [28] ) exponentially bounded in n, and so the theorem follows.
Proof of lemma. We will show, that we have at least in every 2k-th row of each reduced scheme a situation like this
where all x 2 f+;?g, (and all x's are not necessarily equal).
Such setting always gives rise to a recursive relation: if one of the x's is '+', then set 0 and the entry disappears. If all x's are '?', set into the upper two entries 1 and apply a Reidemeister III move (or Yang-Baxter relation) to slide to lower generator to the top, reducing its index by 1 (and so also the weight of the scheme). Then eventually bring the resulting scheme into its reduced form, which does not augment its weight.
Consider the function, assigning to each row in the reduced scheme the maximal index of its entries (i. e., the position of the right-most entry in this row of the scheme). This function has odd values on odd rows and even values on even rows. Each k rows it has an ascent. As the scheme is reduced, this ascent is by 1 (in row 3).
Then you have a picture like this
If 2 is not empty, then you are done. If it is, by reducedness of the scheme 1 cannot be empty and so you obtain the same picture in one row below and with the index of the generators decreased by 1. If you repeat this argumentation, at least after k steps, when your index of the generator has become 1 and 1 does not exist, you must be able to find the desired picture.
As the contribution (index sum) to the weight of the scheme, coming from 2k rows, is cubically bounded in k, the lemma follows. Whenever we can avoid this, we are almost immediately done. Here is another example of such a theorem without limitation of the braid index, which can be easily proven in the same way. The details are always the same and therefore I leave them to the reader. Remark 4.1 Any generator must appear with at least one odd power,β to be a knot.
Proof sketch. Consider formal connected sums of reduced schemes (i. e., expressions like < scheme 1 > # < scheme 2 > # < scheme 3 > ; where "scheme i" stands for some scheme) with the weight defined by the number of all entries in all schemes.
Then note, that #f recursive relations g 1 = 9 weight( scheme sum ) ;
as it easily follows from the premise and the reducedness of the scheme that #f odd entries g?#f generators g 2 #f even entries g; and isolated (odd) occurences of a generator in a scheme can be made into isolated crossings in the braid diagram by setting 1, and then turning the entry into a '#', which is also simplifying.
So for degree n Vassiliev invariants you only need to consider schemes with k 9n entries. Now for each such scheme/braiding sequence, the braiding polynomial of deg n is uniquely determined by its values on tuples (x 1 ; : : : ; x k ) with 0 x i ; ∑ k i=1 x i n (see remark below), and all braids corresponding to such (x i ) k i=1 have 11n crossings. To finish with, use the result of D. Welsh [38] , as quoted in [1, p. 49] , that the number of knots with n crossings is exponentially bounded (above) in n. From this, however, it follows for composite knots as well. The key point in this argument is to notice, that it suffices to see it for alternating composite knots. This is, because the number of crossing changes is exponentially bounded, and it follows from the Tait flyping conjecture [21] and the fact, that crossing changes commute with flypes, that you can achieve a minimal diagram of any knot by crossing changes in alternating diagrams, such that for each alternating knot you just take one alternating diagram. The exponential upper bound for alternating knots follows from the fact for alternating prime knots, which is proved by Welsh, using the additivity of the crossing number for alternating knots under connected sum (which follows from results of Menasco [20] on the one hand and Kauffman [17] , Murasugi [22] and Thistlethwaite [34] on the other hand, see [1, x6.2] for details), and some standard combinatorial arguments (e. g., that the partition function [2, p. 70] is subexponentially growing; see e. g. [29] for details).
Remark 4.4
As noted subseqently, theorem 4.1 can also be proved via the Fundamental theorem for braids [15] . However, the way via (proving first) the Fundamental theorem is of course more tedious, and theorem 4.2 shows that our arguments appear more universally applicable even for braids. We will also give at the end the announced common generalization of theorems 4.1 and 4.2, which does not seem provable by the classical (diagrammatic) approach. 
The growth of the number of knots and Vassiliev invariants
Here we will try to outline a possible strategy to prove the finite-determination of Vassiliev invariants on all knots, relating their growth to the growth of the number of knots.
Here is a project, which will lead to a very simple proof of the finite-determination of Vassiliev invariants on all knots using braiding sequences.
Conjecture 5.1
There exists a function f : N ! R with
2) In any minimal diagram of a knot of n crossings, there exists a Gousarov scheme [14, 23, 24] N with #N f (n), such that 8S 2 N, after changing of a set of crossings S 0 S in the diagram, the resulting diagram can be (crossing) reduced by Reidemeister moves, involving crossings of S only. Proof. Consider the braiding sequences, associated to the minimal knot diagrams ordered by the number of crossings. Then choose for fixed diagram (and its associated braiding sequence) the scheme N, and inserting special values into the variables corresponding to crossings in any set in S 2 N, you obtain a recursive relation (we need the additional condition to the simplification by Reidemeister moves to ensure that the recursive relation holds of all values of the remaining variables!). The rest of the argument is as usual. Now note, that we only need to consider braiding sequences of diagrams with f ?1 (n) crossings.
Combining the observations in the proof of theorem 4.2 with those of lemma 4.2 of [28] (that appropriate sign choice of the arguments of the braiding polynomial corresponds to alternating diagrams only) we deduce the second assertion. For the third assertion, use again the above cited result of D. Welsh.
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One way to motivate this conjecture is to note, that all our previous proofs were basically proofs of special cases of this conjecture, with the difference that we distinguished for any considered knot a set of diagrams and proved that simplification of a distinguished diagram gives again a distinguished diagram, such that the simplification commutes with the other braidings (i. e., the insertions of the braids σ 2k+1 1 into the distinguished rooms of the braiding sequence [28] ). This would be a way to relax our conjecture.
Main result and open problems
Finally, it is possibly worth stressing again the problem contained in question 4.1 -we may have proved the global exponential upper bound for the number of Vassiliev invariants on all knots, but without yet knowing it.
In fact, it is possible to give now the common generalization of theorems 4.1 and 4.2. The proof is a combination of the proofs of both theorems, and we leave it to the reader to work out the details (or to inquire them asking me). 2
Therefore question 4.1 now becomes:
Question 6.1 Does for some C the set of closed barids described in theorem 6.1 cover all knots?
Another similar question arises when attacking the bound slightly differently. Here lim P n denotes the projective limit of the pure barid groups P n given by the inclusion P n , ! P n+1 .
Theorem 6.2 Let γ 1 ; γ 2 ; : : : 2 lim P n be elements whose crossing number (that is, the minimal length of words in the Artin generators representing them) is bounded (e. g., γ i = σ 2 i ). Then Vassiliev invariants are exponentially bounded on all knots, which are closed braids γ with
with n; r; k i 1; p i 2 Z; γ k i 2 P n . It should be noted, however, that for sufficiently high n no given set of γ's will generate the whole P n , not even up to conjugacy, as such γ's do not permit linking of braid strands which are far away from each other. Therefore, (de)stabilization (the Markov II move) will likely have to be used in a possible positive answer of question 6.2.
On the other hand, a classical result in braid theory, see [8] , states that any pure braid can be "combed", and so we have a nice set of generators of P n given by the "teath" of the comb A i j for 1 i < j n (see figure 3) . Therefore, any β 2 B n can be conjugated to
for some r > 0; 1 j i < k i n; j i+1 j i . In [18] , J. Kneissler showed sharper that all j i 's can be made to 1 by conjugation (that is, what he called a woven n-braid 1 ). Applying the previous arguments, we obtain: Theorem 6. 3 Vassiliev invariants of degree k are determined by their values on knots, which are closed braids β with β = σ 1 : : : σ 2k?1
with r k.
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1 Note that J. Kneissler uses strand n instead of 1 and that his A i j are the mirror images of ours. However, both does not spoil the arguments in his proofs. The reason for using mirror images of the A i j will become clear shortly. Now in braids of the form (2) any k > 1 not appearing as some k j corresponds to a strand which can be removed from β not affecting the link type of the closure, and so such braids β can be reduced to k + 1 strands. It follows:
Corollary 6.1 Any Vassiliev invariant of degree k is determined by its values on knots with braid index at most k + 1.
Furthermore, in [18, corollary 1] J. Kneissler showed, that any knot of bridge number n is a woven n-plat, that is, a woven 2n-braid closed up by identifying for any odd 1 i 2n strand i and i + 1 on top and on bottom, see [16] . But the way how the braid is closed up does not affect our braiding sequence arguments, and so we have Theorem 6.4 For all n 2 N the space of Vassiliev invariants of degree k on knots with bridge number at most n is finite-dimensional and its dimension is exponentially bounded in k.
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